Abstract  The December 2003 report from the National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke (NINDS) Workshop on priorities for clinical research in intracerebral hemorrhage (ICH) recommended clinical trials for evaluation of blood pressure management in acute ICH as a leading priority. The Special Writing Group of the Stroke Council of the American Heart Association in 1999 and 2007 emphasized the need for clinical trials to ensure evidence-based treatment of acute hypertensive response in ICH. To address important gaps in knowledge, we conducted a pilot study funded by the NINDS, Antihypertensive Treatment of Acute Cerebral Hemorrhage (ATACH) I Trial, during 2004–2008 to determine the appropriate level of systolic blood pressure (SBP) reduction. We now have initiated a multicenter, randomized Phase III trial, the ATACH II Trial, to definitively determine the efficacy of early, intensive, antihypertensive treatment using intravenous (IV) nicardipine initiated within 3 h of onset of ICH and continued for the next 24 h in subjects with spontaneous supratentorial ICH. The primary hypothesis of this large (N = 1,280), streamlined, and focused trial is that SBP reduction to ≤140 mm Hg reduces the likelihood of death or disability at 3 months after ICH, defined by modified Rankin scale score of 4–6, by at least 10% absolute compared to standard SBP reduction to ≤180 mm Hg. The ATACH II trial is a natural extension of numerous case series, the subsequent ATACH I pilot trial, and a preliminary, randomized, and controlled trial in this patient population funded by the Australian National Health and Medical Research Council. Both trials recently confirmed the safety and tolerability of both the regimen and goals of antihypertensive treatment in acutely hypertensive patients with ICH, as proposed in the present trial. The underlying mechanism for this expected beneficial effect of intensive treatment is presumably mediated through reduction of the rate and magnitude of hematoma expansion observed in approximately 73% of the patients with acute ICH. The Australian trial provided preliminary evidence of attenuation of hematoma expansion with intensive SBP reduction. The ATACH II trial will have important public health implications by providing evidence of, or lack thereof, regarding the efficacy and safety of acute antihypertensive treatment in subjects with ICH. This treatment represents a strategy that can be made widely available without the need for specialized equipment and personnel, and therefore, can make a major impact upon clinical practice for treating patients with ICH.
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Introduction  

It is estimated that 37,000–52,400 people in the U.S. have intracerebral hemorrhage (ICH) every year [1]. The high rate of death and disability, and the high financial burden
associated with this illness mandates critical analysis of treatments with therapeutic potential. Elevated blood pressure (BP) is observed in 46–75% of patients with ICH depending on the population studied and the definition of hypertension used [2]. Furthermore, hematoma expansion in ICH patients is a common and important cause of poor outcomes, and elevated BP may predispose patients to hematoma expansion. Since expansion occurs during a time frame when therapeutic intervention is feasible, the opportunity exists to reduce BP which ultimately may reduce hematoma expansion and subsequent death and disability. Although experimental and small uncontrolled clinical studies suggest that reduction of elevated BP in ICH may be tolerated and is feasible, various BP management protocols that are in place for treatment of acute hypertensive response in ICH lack appropriate evidence, and some strategies may have deleterious effects and need to be modified.

In 1999 and 2007, the Special Writing Group of the American Heart Association (AHA) Stroke Council [3, 4] concluded that the treatment of acute hypertension in patients with ICH can be supported only by anecdotal case series (level V or Class IIa evidence) and could be considered only as a Grade C recommendation. In addition, the report from the December 2003 National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke (NINDS) Workshop on priorities for clinical research in ICH [5] recommended clinical trials for evaluation of BP management in acute ICH as a leading priority. The recommendations stated that “a prospective randomized control trial needs to be performed to determine appropriate BP goals and the best strategies to achieve those goals.”

In this article, we describe the Antihypertensive Treatment of Acute Cerebral Hemorrhage (ATACH) II trial design and methods and provide the rationale for the choice of design parameters.

**Study Objective**

The primary objective of the ATACH II is to definitively determine the efficacy of intensive BP reduction for acute hypertension in subjects with supratentorial ICH. The primary hypothesis of the trial is that intensive systolic blood pressure (SBP) reduction (SBP ≤ 140 mm Hg) using IV nicardipine infusion for 24-h post-randomization reduces the proportion of death and disability (modified Rankin scale, mRS of 4–6) at 3 months by ≥10% compared with the standard BP reduction (SBP ≤ 180 mm Hg) among patients with ICH treated within 3 h of symptom onset. A simple, streamlined study design is implemented to evaluate the efficacy of intensive SBP reduction and its effect on outcomes measures at 24 h (hematoma expansion) and at 3 months from randomization (see Table 1).

The other aims of the study are to evaluate the therapeutic benefit and safety of the intensive treatment compared with the standard treatment in terms of (1) quality of life as measured by EuroQOL at 3 months; (2) the proportion of subjects with hematoma expansion (defined as increase from baseline hematoma volume of ≥33%) at 24 h using centrally read serial computed tomographic (CT) scans; and (3) the proportion of subjects with treatment-related SAEs within 72 h.

**Study Design and Method**

The ATACH II trial is a parallel, two-arm study, where eligible subjects are randomized to intensive and standard SBP treatment in a 1:1 ratio. All the randomized subjects are treated according to the study protocol and followed for 3 months or death, whichever occurs first. Subjects are contacted by telephone at 1 month and assessed for the clinical outcomes in person at 3 months.

**Pre-randomization Procedure**

The specific eligibility criteria are provided in Table 2. The clinical and radiological information to assess eligibility should be complete after acquisition of CT scan. There is an anticipated period lasting no longer than 30 min between determination of eligibility and initiation of treatment titrated to SBP target of the allocated treatment group (see Table 3). In this interim period, IV nicardipine infusion preferably should be initiated with a goal to maintain SBP below 180 mm Hg, but above 160 mm Hg, consistent with existing ASA and European Stroke Initiative (EUSI) recommendations for patients with ICH [4, 6]. Initiation of nicardipine before randomization within 3 h of symptom onset and titration to allocated target within 3.5 h is acceptable would also avoid loss of time in initiating nicardipine infusion. If the patient’s SBP falls below 180 mm Hg in a sustained manner without any treatment (defined by lack of any SBP value greater than or equal to 180 mm Hg within the last 60 min between Emergency Department arrival and randomization), then the patient is ineligible for the study. If the patient’s SBP falls below 180 mm Hg with treatment as outlined above, the patient remains a candidate with further alteration in treatment as required to achieve the target SBP goal of the allocated group. Once eligibility is determined, randomization takes place centrally via the ATACH-II Trial Website.

**Study Treatment**

The goal for the standard BP reduction group will be to reduce and maintain SBP < 180 mm Hg until 24 h from
randomization. The goal for the intensive BP reduction group will be to reduce and maintain SBP < 140 mm Hg for 24 h from randomization. The primary BP reduction agent for this trial is, Cardene® I.V., a patented formulation of the anti-hypertensive agent nicardipine hydrochloride, originally approved by Food and Drug Administration
(FDA) in 1992 for the short-term treatment of hypertension when oral therapy is not feasible or desirable. Randomized treatment assignments will be started for each treatment group within 3.5 h of symptom onset and continued for 24 h after randomization. Nicardipine will be either prepared in concentration of 0.1 mg/ml (25 mg in 10 ml added to 240 ml of normal saline) or used from pre-mixed bags. Nicardipine will be administered as a continuous infusion with a starting dose of 5 mg/h (50 ml/h), and then increased by 2.5 mg/h (25 ml/h) every 15 min as needed, up to a maximum of 15 mg/h (150 ml/h). If SBP is greater than the target, despite infusion of the maximum nicardipine dose for 30 min, a second agent can be used (Labetalol 5–20 mg IV bolus every 15 min) for another hour.

In the standard treatment group, if the BP falls below 140 mm Hg, IV nicardipine will be reduced in a stepwise pattern until SBP returns to target range (140–180 mm Hg) or nicardipine is discontinued. In the intensive treatment group, if the BP falls below 110 mm Hg, IV nicardipine will be discontinued and fluid boluses will be given to raise BP. Another scenario may arise when a subject has high ICP and lowering BP reduces cerebral perfusion pressure (CPP) below 70 mm Hg (the minimum level of acceptable CPP according to AHA guidelines [4]). In this scenario, nicardipine infusion will be stopped, and standard treatment for elevated intracranial pressure (ICP) will be initiated. We expect this scenario to be very rare.

Post-randomization In-hospital Clinical Assessment

Neurological status is assessed by the National Institutes of Health Stroke Scale (NIHSS) score at baseline and 24 (±3) h by a qualified study investigator. The trial mandates a non-contrast head CT scan at 24 (±8) h after initiation of treatment. Additional brain-imaging are performed at the discretion of the treating physician as a part of routine care. Routine laboratory surveillance including platelet counts, hemoglobin, and hematocrit measurements, and complete chemistry panel are performed for the first 3 days. Also as a standard of care, brief history and physical examination are performed daily while the subject is in the hospital.

Post-discharge Follow-up

Post-discharge follow-up includes telephone contact at 1 month and in-person clinical evaluation at 3 month (±14 days) (see Table 4). Post-discharge telephone follow-up by the site clinical coordinator is planned at 1 month post-randomization to collect serious adverse events (SAE) and death data and to ensure that subjects are being followed-up by their primary care physicians or other pertinent health care providers. The main emphasis of the telephone interview will be on SAEs and deaths that are likely related to BP control, such as serious cardiovascular and neurological events. If during the telephone interview or upon receiving laboratory results an SAE is suspected, then the site coordinator, in consultation with the site principal investigator (PI), must decide the best strategy for evaluation, including possible additional visits to the study site for follow-up on such events.

The 3-month follow-up is planned to conduct physical and neurological examinations by a qualified investigator who did not participate in the randomization, treatment, or in-hospital clinical management of the subject. The main components of the 3-month follow-up include measurement of BP, assessment of patient disability using mRS and quality of life using Euro-QOL. The PI at each site will be responsible for ensuring the integrity of blinded follow-up examinations. Additional assessments will be made as necessary after discharge for any new neurological or non-neurological events.

Sample Size and Analysis of the Primary Outcome

For the effect size of 10% (the absolute difference between the two treatment groups in the proportion of subjects with
### Table 4 Summary of required evaluation according to time points of ascertainment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Evaluation</th>
<th>Baseline</th>
<th>24 h</th>
<th>48 h</th>
<th>Discharge</th>
<th>Day 30 (tel)</th>
<th>Day 90</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Screening</td>
<td>×</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eligibility</td>
<td>×</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Demo/ED examination</td>
<td>×</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medical history</td>
<td>×</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cardiology/EKG</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vital signs</td>
<td>×</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prior medications</td>
<td>×</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GCS score</td>
<td>×</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NIHSS score</td>
<td>×</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laboratory tests</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CT scan</td>
<td>×</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicardipine administration</td>
<td>×</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hospital discharge summary</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>×</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concomitant medications</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concomitant procedures</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concomitant acute therapies</td>
<td>×</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AEs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mRS</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAEs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Follow-up</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>×</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EuroQOL</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>End of study</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

GCS Glasgow Coma Scale, NIHSS National Institutes of Health Stroke Scale, CT computed tomographic, AEs adverse events, mRS modified Rankin scale, SAEs serious adverse events, EuroQOL European quality of life

### Table 5 Sample size requirements under various proportions of death and disability among standard SBP reduction patients

**A. Assumes an absolute reduction of 10% or greater in the intensive SBP-treated group**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard therapy group (%)</th>
<th>Sample size estimation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>45</td>
<td>1,244</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>1,282</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55</td>
<td>1,296</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>60</strong></td>
<td><strong>1,282</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65</td>
<td>1,244</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**B. Assuming 60% death and disability in standard therapy group**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Effect size (%)</th>
<th>Sample size estimation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>1,282</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>1,582</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>2,002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>2,610</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>3,550</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>5,100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SBP systolic blood pressure, LTFU lost to follow-up

* Assume 90% power, 2-sided alpha of 0.05, 2 interim analyses for efficacy, and inflated to account for 10% LTFU

The most likely value is highlighted in bold
Interim Data Monitoring

For the interim analyses of the primary outcome, the alpha spending function approach with O’Brien and Fleming type stopping boundaries is adopted. Currently, two interim analyses, after approximately 1/3 (or 425) and 2/3 (or 850) of subjects complete the 90-day follow-up, and one final analysis are tentatively planned. For assessment of futility, we adopt the stochastic curtailment method based on conditional power. The informal criterion for determination of futility is that at each interim look, if the conditional power (defined as the probability of rejecting the null hypothesis at the final analysis given the data accumulated so far and under the assumption that the alternative is true) falls below a certain value, for example, 10%, then the DSMB may evaluate all study information (such as overall recruitment rate and secondary outcome assessment data) to consider stopping the study for futility. Depending on the DSMB request, additional interim analyses may be conducted. At any interim analysis, if we cross the stopping boundary, then the DSMB may recommend (to the NINDS) stopping the study for overwhelming efficacy of one treatment over the other, although the better treatment may not necessarily be the intensive SBP treatment. Only if the stopping boundary is crossed, before making the final decision for recommendation to stop the study, it is expected that the DSMB would request thorough analyses of secondary outcomes and subgroup analyses to confirm the findings of the primary outcome results.

CT Scan Evaluations

Baseline and 24-h CT scans are forwarded to the Image Analysis Center at the University of Minnesota for volumetric analysis. In subjects who experience neurological deterioration before 24 h, the CT scans performed earlier are forwarded to the Image Analysis Center. The neuroimaging specialist, who is blinded to the treatment assignment, clinical findings, and other CT scans from different time points for a given subject, reviews the entire CT scan and record findings on the case report forms via the ATACH II Trial website. The following data are extracted from CT scans obtained at the time of admission: (1) site of hemorrhage; (2) ventricular extension by assessing CT scans for presence or absence of blood in the ventricles; (3) parenchymal hematoma volume calculated by computerized image analysis; and (4) presence of hydrocephalus.

Rationale for Study Design Parameters

Rationale for the SBP Treatment Targets

The target for the intensive treatment group is to reduce and maintain SBP between 110 and 140 mm Hg. We do not know what threshold of SBP reduction will provide the greatest benefit for reducing the rate of hematoma expansion. However, it is reasonable to consider that the most aggressive reduction in SBP may provide the greatest benefit, provided it can be well tolerated. This assumption is supported by the results of the INTERACT study and by two studies demonstrating very low rates of hematoma expansion when SBP was maintained <140 mm Hg [7, 8]. Another study [9] assessed 76 consecutive patients with hypertensive ICH and attempted to lower SBP below 140, 150, or 160 mm Hg. Lowest rates of hematoma expansion were observed in patients with the lowest SBP. These studies suggest that the <140 mm Hg tier maybe the most efficacious SBP range for reducing hematoma expansion.

In ATACH I, we evaluated the effect of SBP reduction (relative to initial SBP) on: (1) hematoma expansion, defined as an increase in the volume of intra-parenchymal hemorrhage of >33% measured on the 24-h CT compared to the baseline CT scan; (2) relative edema expansion, defined as an increase in the edema volume/hematoma volume ratio of >40% (where 40% cutoff is the median value of all subjects); and (3) death or disability, defined by mRS of 4–6 (moderate or severe disability or death) at 3 m following treatment. Baseline SBP was calculated using the average of maximum and minimum SBP recorded before initiation of
treatment. Average SBP, derived from maximum and minimum hourly recordings, was used to determine SBP reduction compared from baseline value. The overall reduction of SBP greater than 60 mm Hg at 6 h from treatment initiation appears to be associated with smaller likelihood of bad outcome—hematoma expansion of >33%, relative edema expansion of >40%, and 90 day mRS of 4–6 as noted with RR < 1.0 (see Table 6). In summary, owing to the small sample size and the pilot study nature of ATACH-I, no statistical significance would be expected. However, the direction (and to some extent, the magnitude) of the association among SBP reduction and volumetric and clinical outcomes are generally consistent with what is anticipated and hypothesized in the ATACH-II trial.

Standard treatment is defined by existing recommendations from professional organizations. The EUSI in 2006 [6] recommended that antihypertensive treatment should be initiated in patients with ICH and chronic hypertension if SBP is ≥180 mm Hg. The Writing Group of the AHA Stroke Council [3] in 1999 recommended starting antihypertensive treatment if SBP is ≥180 mm Hg or DBP is ≥105 mm Hg. The recent update from the Writing Group in 2007 recommends that if SBP is ≥180 mm Hg or mean arterial pressure (MAP) is ≥130 mm Hg and there is no evidence or suspicion of elevated ICP, a modest reduction of BP is recommended [4]. With evidence or suspicion of elevated ICP, monitoring ICP and reducing BP should be considered using intermittent or continuous IV medications to keep CPP between 60 and 80 mm Hg.

Rationale for the 3-h Time Window for Treatment Initiation

Randomized IV nicardipine will be initiated within 3 h of symptom onset. Nicardipine may be initiated before randomization so long as SBP remains above 160 mm Hg until the patient is randomized. (All patients must be randomized within 3 h). The time window for treatment was selected on the basis of the following two observations:

1. The first 3 h represent the time interval for maximum rates of hematoma expansion (the proposed mechanism for beneficial effect of SBP reduction) after symptom onset; in one study, the mean time from symptom onset to arrival was 1.3 h in patients who underwent hematoma expansion within the subsequent hour [10]. Significant improvement in the beneficial effect of factor seven for acute hemorrhagic stroke (FAST) trial if the analysis was only limited to patients recruited within 2.5 h after symptom onset [11]; and

2. Three of the four symptomatic hematoma expansions in ATACH I occurred in patients who were recruited after 3 h, and the deterioration occurred before treatment initiation. FAST trial was a randomized, double blinded, placebo controlled study of 821 patients treated within 4 h of symptom onset with placebo, 20, or 80 μg/kg. Patients who received 80 μg/kg of rtVIIA had significantly lower rates of hematoma expansion but without any improvement in 90-day survival or functional outcome. Subgroup analysis [12] suggested that the reduction in hematoma expansion relative to placebo was almost doubled by limiting onset to treatment to 2.5 h. Therefore, we have limited inclusion to those in whom treatment can be started within 3 h of symptoms onset. Recruiting patients with symptom onset after 3 h will result in inclusion of patients who have already either had hematoma expansion or inclusion of patients at very low risk for hematoma expansion. In ATACH I, patients were eligible if they were seen within 6 h of symptom onset. However, 50 of the 58 patients recruited presented within 3 h of

### Table 6 Relationship between absolute SBP reduction at 6 h and volume expansion at 24 h and 90 day mRS [84]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SBP reduction ≤ 60 mmHg</th>
<th>SBP reduction &gt; 60 mmHg</th>
<th>RR (95% CI)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>All subjects</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N = 32</td>
<td>N = 28</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hematoma expansion (increase of &gt;33%)&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>19.4%</td>
<td>33.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relative edema expansion (increase of &gt;40%)&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>42.9%</td>
<td>57.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Death or disability (mRS 4–6)&lt;sup&gt;c&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>32.1%</td>
<td>52.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subjects treated within 3 h of symptom onset</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N = 11</td>
<td>N = 9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hematoma expansion (increase of &gt;33%)</td>
<td>18.2%</td>
<td>37.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relative edema expansion (increase of &gt;40%)</td>
<td>30.0%</td>
<td>37.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Death or disability (mRS 4–6)</td>
<td>12.5%</td>
<td>42.9%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SBP: systolic blood pressure, RR: relative risk, CI: confidence interval, mRS: modified Rankin scale

<sup>a</sup> 2 subjects are missing 24 h hematoma volume measure
<sup>b</sup> 6 subjects are missing 24 h edema volume measure
<sup>c</sup> 7 subjects are missing 90 mRS; 2 subjects’ day 90 mRS were imputed from their earlier outcome measures
symptom onset in the study. This is consistent with other studies [5] that demonstrate minimal benefit in recruitment if the time window for recruitment is extended to within 6 h of symptom onset.

We chose an infusion to be up to 24 h after randomization (24–27 h after symptom onset), to provide adequate SBP control during the time that hematoma expansion will mostly occur. Although the rate of hematoma expansion is the highest in the first 3 h after symptom onset [10, 13], expansion occurs in 12–37% of patients between 3 and 24 h after symptom onset. Early termination of antihypertensive treatment may lead to poor control of SBP, with subsequent increase in delayed bleeding. Hematoma expansion after the first 24 h was evaluated in two studies and found to be rare [13, 14].

**Rationale for the Eligibility Criteria**

The list of inclusion and exclusion criteria is provided in the Table 2. Justification of salient inclusion and exclusion criteria is provided below.

*The total GCS score (aggregate of verbal, eye, and motor response scores) is 5 or greater at the time of enrollment.*

The ICH represents a disease with high mortality. The mortality is the highest in the first 48 h with approximately 20% of the patients dying within the first 24 h of symptom onset [15]. This also represents the time period for the proposed intervention. A high rate of early mortality would substantially decrease our ability to evaluate the effect of the therapeutic intervention in our study population. We defined entry criteria to exclude patients with high chance of futility of any care strategy. The exclusion was done based on two identifying markers having consistency of acute mortality: initial GCS score and hematoma volume. Only the patients with initial GCS score greater than 5 will be included in the study. We had previously considered only including patients with GCS score 8 or greater based on previous studies [16]. Recent studies have demonstrated that excessively high mortality with minimal chance of any recovery occurs in patients presenting with initial GCS score of less than 5 rather than those presenting with GCS scores of 5–8 [17, 18]. In a study of 153 patients with ICH, 96% of the patients with initial GCS of less than 5 were dead before 1 month [18]. It is possible that an asymmetrically high proportion of patients with low NIHSS scores can predispose the overall patient population to have a high rate of favorable outcome regardless of treatment (ceiling effect) making it difficult to discern the beneficial effect of intensive SBP reduction. It is also possible that an asymmetrically high proportion of the patients with low GCS scores can predispose overall patient population to have a high rate of death and disability regardless of treatment (floor effect) making it difficult to discern the beneficial effect of intensive SBP reduction. We reviewed the major clinical studies involving patients with ICH and were unable to find any evidence to support the existence of either “ceiling” or “floor” effect in recruitment patterns (see Table 7). The design of this study also provides adequate sample size for varying proportions of death and disability in the standard SBP-treated patients.

*CT scan demonstrates intra-parenchymal hematoma with manual hematoma volume measurement less than 60 cc.*

### Table 7 Distribution of initial NIHSS and GCS scores among previous trials of ICH

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Exclusion criteria</th>
<th>Mean/median NIHSS</th>
<th>Mean/median GCS</th>
<th>Proportion of mRS 0–2</th>
<th>Proportion of mRS 3–6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| CHANT [43] | 1. NIHSS score < 6  
2. Unconsciousness a score of 3 on 1a of NIHSSS was exclusion. | Mean 14 (range 6–33) | Mean 13.7 (range 7–15) | 180 | 416 |
| INTERACT [50] | GCS < 5 | 9 (range 5–16) | Median 14 (range 12–15) | 207 | 193 |
| STICH [44] | GCS < 5 | 20% GCS 5–8; 40% GCS 9–12; 40% GCS 13–15 | Median 14 (range 12–15) | 289 | 663 |
| FAST [45] | GCS < 5 | Mean 13 (±7) | Median 14–15 (range 6–15) | 433 | 390 |
| rVII a Phase II [49] | GCS < 5 | Means 12–14 (± 6) | Median 14 (6–15) | 172* (mRS 0–3) | 226* (mRS 4–6) |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NIHSS</th>
<th>National Institutes of Health stroke scale, GCS Glasgow coma score, ICH intracerebral hemorrhage, CHANT cerebral hemorrhage and NXY treatment, INTERACT intensive blood pressure reduction in acute cerebral hemorrhage trial, STICH surgical treatments for ischemic heart failure Trial, FAST factor seven for acute hemorrhagic stroke</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><em>Data on mRS dichotomization 0–2 to 3–6 not reported</em></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Patients with intraventricular hemorrhage (IVH) have a high 30-day mortality rate compared with those without intraventricular hemorrhage [24, 25]. Quantitative measures of IVH independently predict outcome in patients with supratentorial ICH [24]. We have chosen to include patients with IVH in the study because hematoma expansion can occur in IVH in patients with elevated MAP and expansion can be reduced by rFVIIa treatment [26]. Therefore, IVH represents a valid target for modification with treatments directed toward reduction of hematoma expansion. We have excluded patients with IVH with blood completely filling one lateral ventricle or more than half of both ventricles because of low prevalence and excessively high mortality documented with these characteristics [24, 27] (see Table 8). We have chosen to avoid using volumetric analysis to define eligibility because of technical difficulties in measuring intraventricular hemorrhage volume at bedside [24]. We have provided stratification to avoid imbalance of these variables. The classification was evaluated by four investigators in a previous publication [27] for the presence and the extent of ventricular blood. A review of CT scans suggested that the intraventricular extension could be classified in all the 75 patients included in the analysis. We intend to provide examples of various grades of intraventricular hemorrhage in our operations manual to facilitate adequate recognition at study sites.

Rationale for the Frequency of Follow-up

The frequency of follow-up after discharge is based on the principles of ensuring appropriate patient care and providing adequate surveillance to determine study endpoints. The frequency in part is derived from perindopril protection against recurrent stroke study [28] (PROGRESS), and the Prevention Regimen for Effectively Avoiding Second Strokes Trial (PROFESS) [29] two of the largest trials of oral antihypertensive treatment in post-stroke patients. Both trials used a 1–2-week visit after initiating antihypertensive medication and 1 and 3 month visits. Since, almost all the subjects recruited in the ATACH-II trial will be in the hospital for the first week of initiation of therapy, the study visits are scheduled for 1 month (via telephone) and 3 months (in person). This post-discharge evaluation schedule is consistent with the Seventh Report of the Joint National Committee on Prevention, Detection, Evaluation, and Treatment of High Blood Pressure [30] that recommends follow-up and adjustment of medications at approximately monthly intervals until the target BP goal is reached once antihypertensive drug therapy is initiated.
Rationale for the Blinded Outcomes Assessment

Two strategies are used to reduce selection bias: allocation concealment and randomization [31]. Allocation concealment seeks to prevent selection bias, protects the allocation sequence until assignment, and can always be successfully implemented, regardless of intervention [31]. Determination of eligibility and procurement of patient agreement to participate will occur before randomization and treatment assignment. In surgical or endovascular treatment trials or trials of varying intensity of treatment, the nature of the treatment cannot be hidden from either the investigator or the patient, and compliance with the treatment allocated can become an issue [32]. In the present proposal, the infusion of nicardipine is titrated to target SBP, and therefore, the treating physician cannot be blinded to treatment. Blinding of treating physicians also raises safety issues for the subject precluding early detection of relationship between hemodynamic variables and adverse neurological events and delaying corrective measures. Lack of double blinding may exaggerate estimates of treatment benefits and therefore strategies must be developed during planning to minimize the bias introduced by lack of blinding [33]. We will require participating centers to designate an individual who will remain blinded to treatment assignment and will not participate in randomizing or treating patients in the trial. This individual will conduct clinical assessments of treatment efficacy in a blinded manner at 90 days after initial treatment.

Rationale for the Primary Outcome

Primary outcome is death or disability, defined by mRS of 4–6 at 3 m following treatment. We chose the mRS because of its high inter-observer reliability, superiority to other indices (e.g., Barthel index), and consistency with previous trials in patients with ICH [34]. Further reliability will be increased by training raters in using the structured interview and obtaining a mRS grade. The methodology of training in the use of structured interview has been published previously [35]. Inter-rater agreement for mRS studied among 15 raters from three stroke centers was high, i.e., agreement for differences of 1 grade on the mRS was 0.56 and for 2 grades was 0.91 [34]. Reliability will be further increased by training raters in using the structured interview and obtaining a mRS grade. Training consists of investigator explanation, a video showing an example interview that the raters scored, and two example transcripts that the raters scored. In a previous study, patients at least 6 months after stroke were first assessed using conventional mRS definitions. After completion of initial mRS assessments, raters were trained to use a structured interview, and patients were re-assessed. For the mRS, overall agreement among raters was 43% (K = 0.25, K_w = 0.71), and for the structured interview overall agreement was 81% (K = 0.74, K_w = 0.91). A dichotomous outcome was chosen to reduce the rate of misclassification and increase the sensitivity of detecting meaningful difference [36].

Rationale for the Choice of Secondary Outcomes

EuroQOL

EuroQOL, designed in Europe in 1987 [38], is a simple, standardized non-disease-specific instrument for describing and valuating health-related quality of life. One of its components is a printed “thermometer”-type visual analog scale on which respondents indicate how good or bad their health is today. Its other component, EQ-5D, consists of five questions in five different domains and allows for responses from 1 (the best outcome) to 3 (the worst). The original version contained six dimensions: mobility, self-care, chief activity, social ability, pain, and state of mind, each with three levels. The modified EQ-5D version has reduced the dimensions to five, combining chief activity and social ability into “everyday activities.” We chose EuroQOL because it has higher reliability than Short Form-36 (SF-36) when used by proxy for patients, and we expect a large proportion of proxy response. In a study of over 2,000 stroke patients who were mailed versions of the EuroQOL and SF-36 more than 3 months after stroke, about half of them were unable to complete either type of

Table 8 Qualitative classification of intraventricular hemorrhage, prevalence, and rates of associated poor outcome in patients with supratentorial ICH

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grade</th>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>Prevalence (%)</th>
<th>mRS 5–6 (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Grade 0</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grade 1</td>
<td>Blood in third ventricle or blood occupying less than one-third of one lateral ventricle</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grade 2</td>
<td>Blood occupying less than half of both lateral ventricle or two-thirds of one ventricle</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grade 3</td>
<td>One completely filled lateral ventricle or both ventricle more than one-half filled ventricle</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Adapted from Lisk et al. [27]

ICH intracerebral hemorrhage, mRS modified Rankin Scale
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questionnaire by themselves. Proxy measures of the SF-36 were inaccurate [39]. However, studies have found moderate agreement between responses from patients and those from their proxies for the domains of the EuroQol [40]. The reliability of the EuroQOL and SF-36 questionnaires after stroke was compared in a total of 2,253 patients with stroke entered by the UK hospitals in the International Stroke Trial. Patients were randomized to follow up with either the EuroQOL or the SF-36 instruments. For the five categorical domains of the EuroQOL, reproducibility was generally good (kappa ranged from 0.63 to 0.80). Reproducibility of domains of the SF-36 was qualitatively similar for all the domains except mental health (intraclass correlation coefficient = 0.28) [41]. Another study reported validity of the EuroQOL in a series of 152 patients from a prospective registry of patients with first (or recurrent) stroke. In general, most domains of QOL information obtained from a proxy were considered sufficiently valid and unbiased to be useable in most types of trials and surveys [40]. Agreement between patient and proxy was the best when assessed ≥ 1 m after baseline [42].

**Hematoma Expansion as Determined by Serial CT Scans**

Hematoma expansion will be defined as an increase in the volume of intra-parenchymal hemorrhage of >33% as measured by image analysis on the 24-h CT compared with the baseline CT scan. The cutoff for hematoma enlargement is based on the cutoff defined by Brott et al. [10] which is the change in size associated with significant neurological deterioration. Application of this cutoff has been used in the ATACH-I trial consistently. The computerized volumetric analysis for measuring hematoma volume and detecting hematoma expansion has been used in previous studies [10, 15, 16]. The conservative percentage of 33% was chosen prospectively for two reasons in the study by Brott et al. [10]. First, a 33% change in the volume of a sphere corresponds to a 10% increase in diameter; a clear difference to the naked eye of a physician viewing serial CT scans of a subject with ICH. Second, measurement of serial CTs in subjects with ICH indicates some subjects had up to one-third less volume of hemorrhage on the 1-h CT than on the baseline CT [10]. This “decrease” is due to different positioning and angles of the CT slice images in the baseline and 1-h CTs rather than to an actual decrease in hemorrhage volume. This observation was particularly true for small hemorrhages. Therefore, the present CT definition of growth is most likely to represent true hemorrhage growth and not variability in CT imaging. The volume of ICH calculated by image analysis also correlated quite well with the volume calculated manually using the formula for an ellipsoid in a previous study \(r = 0.94\) [15].

Rationale for the Minimum 10% Effect Size

Previous trials have used an absolute difference of 10% or greater as an effect size in the absence of data supporting that lower magnitudes of difference will modify clinical practices. An absolute difference of 10% translates into a relative risk reduction of 17% while an absolute difference of 5% translates into a relative risk reduction of 8% for an expected endpoint rate of 60% in the standard SBP reduction group. Previous trials with either an absolute difference of 5% or relative difference of 8% between a new treatment and standard treatment have not changed practice patterns for ICH. In the phase II trial evaluating use of NXY-059 [43] in patients with ICH, the rate of mRS: 0–1 was 17 and 12.5% among patients treated with NXY-059 and placebo, respectively, and hence, an absolute difference of ~5%. The difference was not considered encouraging to further develop NXY-059 as a therapeutic modality in patients with ICH. Similarly, in the International Surgical Trial in Intracerebral Hemorrhage (STICH) [44], the rate of prognosis-based mRS favorable outcome was 33 and 28% in surgery and conservative treatment groups, respectively: again, an absolute difference of 5%. Subsequent to the STICH results, the ASA Stroke Council [4] and EUSI guidelines [21] do not recommend routine evacuation of supratentorial ICH by standard craniotomy within 96 h of ictus (consistent with inclusion criteria of STICH).

Clinical trials evaluating therapies with higher associated risk such as rFVIIa have used a threshold of 15% or greater reduction in death or disability to define clinical benefit [45]. The NINDS Working Group on Clinical trials in TBI [46] concluded that in many clinical trials of head injury, demonstration of effectiveness was set at 10% increase in the percentage of patients with favorable outcome defined by the Glasgow Outcome Scale (GOS). This level has not been achieved, although trends toward favorable outcome have been observed in some trials. However, effect sizes of only 3–5% would translate into only 1,000–5,000 fewer deaths from TBI each year. Similarly, the annualized mortality of ICH in 2000–2001 was 15,625 deaths [47], an absolute reduction of 5% would translate into a minor reduction of approximately 781 deaths. Setting the bar lower may achieve more “positive” outcomes of clinical trials at the expense of very large sample sizes; however, the approval of mediocre therapies may hinder the development of truly effective treatments. Research must be directed at exceeding standard therapy.

For our proposed trial, we surveyed the clinical site investigators to gather input on what percent of absolute reduction in death or disability would make a difference in their clinical practice (≥5, ≥7.5, or ≥10%). The question was posed to the 49 site investigators identified at the time.
The 23 responders replied as follows: $\geq$5% (39%), $\geq$7.5% (22%), and $\geq$10% (39%). The selected poll also suggests that to ensure maximum effect on practice paradigms, an absolute difference of $\geq$10% will be required between the intensive SBP and standard SBP reduction. Fewer than half of the respondents would change practices if the absolute difference was $<$5%.

Finally, the 10% effect size should be considered in light of the anticipated outcome rate in the standard therapy group. The proportion of patients with mRS of 4–6 among patients with ICH has been reviewed in placebo groups of several clinical trials (see Table 9). Based on these data, we have assumed the outcome to be 60% in the standard therapy group. In this range, a 10% absolute difference has more clinical relevance than if the standard therapy proportion of poor outcome were more extreme (i.e., closer to 100% in which case a smaller effect size may be clinically important).

Another issue is whether an absolute difference of 10% or greater in the primary event can be reasonably expected in the currently proposed comparison of intensive and standard SBP reduction in patients with ICH. Given the inability of rFVIIa treatment to improve clinical outcome despite reducing the rate and extent of hematoma expansion in the FAST trial [45], careful consideration is necessary for (1) determining the extent of hematoma expansion that affects outcome; and (2) understanding the variables that can obscure the benefit of reducing hematoma expansion. Davis et al. [48] determined that 1 ml expansion of hematoma by 24 h increased the rate of poor clinical outcome at 90 days by 7%. In the phase II study of rFVIIa [49] the placebo group underwent a 5-ml greater expansion compared with rFVIIa-treated groups with an absolute increase in rate of poor outcomes of 16% (1-ml expansion was associated with 3.2% higher rate of poor outcomes). Based on the rFVIIa study then, to observe an absolute reduction of $\geq$10% in the rate of poor outcomes in our trial, a mean difference of greater than 3 ml may be required between the intensive and standard BP treatment groups. In the INTERACT study [50], the difference in the extent of hematoma expansion between the intensive and standard BP treatment groups was 1.7 ml, which may not be adequate to significantly influence clinical outcomes. However, if the analysis of the INTERACT data was confined to only patients recruited within 4 h of symptom onset, the difference in the extent of hematoma expansion would increase to 3.4 ml between the two groups, a value that can lead to the magnitude of clinical benefit sought in our trial. A subgroup analysis of the FAST [12] data suggested that if patients selected were age $<$70 years, with baseline hematoma $<$60 ml, and baseline IVH volume $<$5 ml and time to onset $\leq$2.5 h, the OR for poor outcome at 90 days decreased to 0.28 (95% CI 0.08–1.06) with rFVIIa. We have selected our patient population to identify the group most likely to benefit from the proposed treatment. A review of the data derived from ATACH-I suggests that the magnitude of reduction in hematoma expansion and subsequent reduction in death and disability sought in ATACH-II are possible. The effect is augmented in patients treated within 3 h of symptom onset. Since we had only 11 patients with SBP reduction $\geq$60 mm Hg within 3 h, caution must be used before inferring efficacy from underpowered pilot trials. Most pilot studies are small (fewer than 100 patients) and any differences in outcome must be dramatic to provide a trend [51, 52].

Rationale for the Dichotomization of mRS

A binary outcome based on mRS avoids inflation of minimal changes that are of unclear clinical significance [53]. Using binary endpoint provides simplicity and straightforward clinical interpretation. Net number needed to treat (NNT) values can be easily derived from dichotomized end points allowing conversion of trial results into the number of patients needed to achieve one additional net good outcome [53] (where “good” means exceeding the dichotomization threshold). Some reports indicate that a 1-point shift on the mRS scale is often deemed clinically significant because of the large category sizes. By using a binary outcome analysis, trialists may discard outcome information, which may lead to underestimation of treatment benefit because of reduction in statistical power. Because of the drawbacks of dichotomization, shift analysis using the proportionality of Odds Model (POM) has

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Placebo/standard treatment patients</th>
<th>Number of patients</th>
<th>Proportion of patients with mRS 4–6 (%)</th>
<th>95% confidence interval</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>INTERACT (2008) [50]</td>
<td>201</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>0.40, 0.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAST (2008) [45]</td>
<td>263</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>0.48, 0.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHANT (2007) [43]</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>0.24, 0.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rFVIIa (2005) [49]</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>0.60, 0.78</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ICH intracerebral hemorrhage, INTERACT intensive blood pressure reduction in acute cerebral hemorrhage trial, CHANT cerebral hemorrhage and NXY treatment, FAST factor seven for acute hemorrhagic stroke, rFVIIa recombinant activated factor VII, mRS modified Rankin scale
recently gained attention [54–56]. Shift analysis is particularly advantageous when treatments confer a relatively uniform, mild benefit to patients over a wide range of stroke severities [57]. However, unlike dichotomized outcome analysis, POM requires that the assumption of proportionality of the OR is met [58]. Otherwise, the gain in power by POM approach may not materialize and data interpretation may not be straightforward. The major difficulty in planning a study is whether assumption of proportionality of the ORs will be met upon completion of the study. We calculated the ORs by different cutoffs for some studies where scores on the full-scale mRS were available, and the results are shown in Table 10. The variations in OR based on various cutoffs used within the same study suggest a high likelihood of the proportionality assumption not being met. A statistical test for the proportionality assumption (score test) exists, but like all statistical tests, its significance is highly dependent upon sample size. Therefore, clinical judgment is needed to determine whether the proportionality assumptions hold, as is the case for the ORs in Table 10. To be conservative, it would be prudent to size the study for a binary outcome analysis, in which case the primary analysis should also be based on the binary outcome, for ease of interpretation. As a supportive analysis, POM analysis will be conducted if the proportionality assumption holds. Other options such as nonparametric tests are generally less powerful and the ordinality of the mRS is unlikely to be linear. Furthermore, one can argue that a difference between a score of 0 and 1 is not the same as the difference between a score of 2 and 3 or between 5 and 6. Finally, as a prospectively conducted study, the summary statistic of interest in most clinical trials is the relative risk/benefit of the investigational treatment rather than the OR, and the POM yields a summary statistic that may be less relevant for clinical interpretation. Hence, we have opted to dichotomize the mRS scores mainly for simplicity (i.e., no need for model assumptions) and interpretability.

Given our decision to focus on benefit versus risk, the 0–3 vs. 4–6 represents an incremental benefit of substantive value since it compares subjects who can live independently at home to subjects who are dead or dependent. A shift in this proportion would be of significant value given the high morbidity and mortality of ICH. Increasing acceptance of this endpoint is now being found in stroke trial publications [59].

Furthermore, it is unlikely to be countered that mRS of 4–6 is a poor outcome regardless of the severity of stroke. Additional validation was provided by a prospective analysis involving 459 participants in the Kansas City Stroke Study [60]. Mean 3-month scores of physical functioning and SF-36 social functioning were significantly higher among patients with mRS of 3 compared with those with a mRS of 4.

### Stratified Randomization Versus Post-stratification Adjustment

Stratified randomization prevents imbalance between treatment groups for known factors that influence prognosis or treatment responsiveness. Stratification may prevent type I error and improve power for small trials (<400 patients), but only when the stratification factors have a large effect on prognosis [61]. However, stratification is probably unnecessary for large (>200 subjects per group) superiority trials [62, 63]. The chance that the two treatment groups will differ by more than 10% for the proportion of patients with the prognostic factor is 33% for

---

Table 10 Odds ratios by different mRS cutoffs in various trials involving patients with ICH

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>mRS cut point</th>
<th>FAST [45] (N = 555)</th>
<th>ATACH [76] (N = 51)</th>
<th>IVH-CLEAR [77] (N = 99)</th>
<th>GAIN [78] (N = 564)</th>
<th>CHANT [43] (N = 595)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>OR</td>
<td>95% OR limit</td>
<td>OR</td>
<td>95% OR limit</td>
<td>OR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>2.01</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>1.27</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>10.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>1.33</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>8.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>1.09</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>8.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>1.06</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>5.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>1.27</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>6.27</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

mRS modified Rankin scale, ATACH anti-hypertensive treatment of acute cerebral hemorrhage, IVH-CLEAR clot lysis: evaluating accelerated resolution of intraventricular hemorrhage phase III, GAIN glycine antagonist in neuroprotection for patients with acute stroke, CHANT cerebral hemorrhage and NXY treatment, FAST factor seven for acute hemorrhagic stroke

---

*a* The FAST analysis is based upon comparison between placebo and 80 g/kg dose

*b* IVH-CLEAR analysis is based on 1 m data provided by investigators

*c* ATACH analysis is based on comparison between patients with ≥60 mmHg and <60 mmHg reduction in SBP at 6 h after treatment
a trial of 30 patients, 24% for a trial of 50 patients, 10% for a trial of 100 patients, 3% for a trial of 200 patients, and 0.3% for a trial of 400 patients [63]. The number of strata required also depends upon the number and levels of prognostic factors. For example, stratification by three GCS score levels (5–8, 9–12, and 13–15), two hematoma volume levels (<30 and ≥30 cc), and IVH (present or absent) will have a total of 12 strata (3 × 2 × 2). Investigators recommend a minimum of 50–100 patients per stratum which can be a matter of concern with a large number of strata and a small number of patients in some stratifying variables such as IVH. Furthermore, stratification opens the door for randomizing subjects in an incorrect stratum, particularly if the stratification variable is not completely objective and if there is a narrow time window. In the ATACH II trial, we would have to create separate sets of envelopes for each stratum, which again leads to a possibility of error in selecting the envelope from the correct stratum. We chose to use an alternative to stratified randomization by adjusting the analysis for treatment effectiveness for covariates using multivariate analysis (post-stratification) [64]. At the conclusion of a trial, the outcome rates between treatment groups will be compared using a multivariate model. Comparisons between stratified randomization with adjustment and adjustment alone (post-stratification) suggest that the two procedures are comparably precise for estimating treatment contrasts when the trial size exceeds 100 patients [63, 65]. Investigators have demonstrated that choice of covariates may influence the research conclusions [65]; therefore, the covariates have been pre-specified to avoid manipulation and error [64].

Discussion

Generalizability of Results

One of the most significant expected contributions of the proposed research is the identification of specific gaps in scientific knowledge that lead to high levels of practice variation and possibly suboptimal outcomes. Such knowledge could improve physicians’ adoption of optimal therapeutic practices in routine care of patients with ICH. Once identified, critical knowledge should result in quality improvement strategies within clinical practice [66, 67]. The most important step is to ask the right questions and address them with appropriate methodology. We carefully reviewed several multidisciplinary professional statements [3, 4, 6, 68] supplemented by personal knowledge of investigators through participating in and chairing several national forums to identify relevant knowledge gaps to ensure interest and high likelihood of instituting change. We developed the grant proposal in light of recommended standards from the interdisciplinary writing group of National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute (NHLBI) [69] with emphasis on a clear and explicit definition of appropriate patient sample, clinical coherence of variables, designation of appropriate reference time before which covariates are derived and after which outcomes are measured, use of an appropriate outcome and a standardized period of outcome assessment, application of an analytical approach that takes into account the multilevel organization of data, and disclosure of methods used to compare outcomes and risk-adjustment methodology in derivation and validation samples. The personal involvement and participation [70, 71] of practicing physicians minimizes distinctions between research and clinical practice and creates a systematic and efficient mechanism to allow medical professionals to carefully document outcomes that result in individual learning and modification of practices, and that foster a scientific approach to clinical practice. By requiring a link between research and practice, effectiveness trials are one method of effectively translating evidence into practice.

A possible critical issue is that if only one of ten patients with ICH is eligible, generalization of results may be difficult. This issue is similar to that observed in other clinical trials of acute stroke (see Table 11). However, considerable variation among hospitals is seen in the rates of utilization of acute treatments for acute ischemic stroke treatment. The national average rate is estimated at approximately 1% of patients presenting to the hospital [72], but high-performing centers administer acute stroke treatment to 18% [73]. The rate of acute ischemic stroke treatment is improving at low-performing centers with increasing awareness and protocol implementations [74]. A high variation was observed in the ATACH-I study in the ratio of screened to recruited patients, with the highest-recruiting site recruiting up to 20% of patients evaluated at the hospital [75]. Therefore, we expect that if intense lowering of BP is demonstrated to be beneficial, low-performing centers will implement steps (such as those already undertaken for patients with ischemic stroke) to provide expedient treatment to a higher proportion of patients with ICH. Study of existing “leading centers” or “best practices” can generate novel potential approaches to improving provider adherence that could then be rigorously tested. We will use complementary mechanisms of training, presentations, publications, and media to disseminate knowledge generated from research that has value for incorporation into clinical practice.

Expected Impact of the Proposed Trial

The ICH remains a major public health problem, as demonstrated in a review of data from the Nationwide Inpatient
Sample, which found 148,604 admissions for ICH during 1990–1991 and 175,496 during 2000–2001 in the U.S. [47]. In-hospital mortality rates did not change among the patients with ICH during the decade in the study (29.9 vs. 28.1%). Approximately 90,000 annual admissions in the U.S. (18% increase) and unchanged 7 day mortality over the aforementioned 10 years, disproportionate to other stroke subtypes, suggest that both preventive and treatment strategies for ICH are lagging. A study of 45,330 patients with ICH in 2004 derived from the National Hospital Ambulatory Medical Care Survey found that 33,992 (75.0%) had an initial SBP $\geq 140$ mm Hg [2]. The data were based on a national probability sample of visits in noninstitutional general and short-stay hospitals. In the last quarter of 2007, the INTERACT phase III was funded by the Australian National Health and Medical Research Council. The phase III study would combine the data derived from the “vanguard phase” and the “main phase” to perform the final analysis with adequate power. Table 12 highlights the differences between the two trials. The results derived from INTERACT will not address whether the benefit or lack of benefit is either augmented or unchanged in patients treated within 3 h, those with SBP $\geq 180$ mm Hg, or those treated with a single agent and achieving target SBP at a high rate. Therefore, the proposed study will have direct implications for 75% of the patients with ICH in the U.S. BP treatment is a strategy that can be made widely available without specialized equipment or personnel, and can make a major impact on outcomes in ICH patients. Substantial reduction in morbidity and mortality may be possible if the estimates of treatment effect from our current pilot trial are accurate.
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